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INTRODUCTION 
A great deal of progress has been made in the past decade in the theory of 
groups with a single defining relation [l-4, 7a]. Gilbert Baumslag [2] has 
pointed out a class 9 of torsion-free nonhopfian one-relator groups found in 
[4], to support the view that torsion is a simplifying rather than a compli- 
cating factor in the theory of one-relator groups. In [4a] the results of [7] 
were announced, characterizing the endomorphisms of the groups in 9 and 
showing the groups of $P were nonhopfian in the ‘fully invariant’ sense. 
Here we will prove the results of [4a] along lines suggested to the author by 
Professor Graham Higman. We discuss the generalized hopfian problem and 
conclude by sketching a result communicated to the author by Graham 
Higman. 
I. SOLITAR’S THEOREM 
The essential tool in our investigation is a well-known theorem [S, p. 2121 
due to Donald Solitar which we present in a form convenient to our discussion. 
SOLITAR’S THEOREM. Let .01 be the free product G * H with amalgamation 
G n H. Then 
(9 an element not conjugate to any element of G u H is conjugate to an 
element of the form 
g,h, ... g,h, , r 2 1, 
where gi E’G j(G n H) and hi E H j(G n H). An element of this form is not 
conjugate to any other element of the same form but with a dzserent value of r. 
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(ii) elements g and h of G neither of which are conjugate in G to an element 
of G n H are conjugate in & only ;f  they are conjugate in G. 
(iii) elements g, h of G n H are conjugate in & only ;f  there is a chain of 
elements of G n H from g to h in which each pair of adjacent elements are 
conjugate in a factor. 
As an immediate consequence we have 
LEMMA I. I f  xz is conjugate to xm in J.X? and 1 1 1 f  j m 1, then x is conjugate 
to some y, y  E G u H. Moreover, ify” is not conjugate toy” in either G or H, 
thenycGn H. 
LEMMA 2. If  3 is the free product of free groups F1 * F, with amalga- 
mation F1 n F, and x # 1, then x1 conjugate to xm in S implies x is conjugate 
to an element of F1 n F, . 
DEFINITION 1. 3 consists of the groups G(1, m) given by 
(a, b; a-lbza = bm), 
where 1 I 1 # 1 # j m 1, Zm # 0, and I, m are relatively prime. 
THEOREM 1. If  x E G(Z, m) and x2 is conjugate to xm then x is conjugate 
to a power of b. 
Proof. Let F1 = (b, r;), F, = (c, s;) be free groups on the indicated 
generators. Form the free product with amalgamation H(Z, m) given by 
note that 
(b, Y, c, s; b = c, r-lb% = s-V’%), 
G(1, m) * Z = (a, 6, Y: a-lbza = b”) 
can be transformed to H(Z, m) by the following Tietze transformations: 
(1) introduce generators, c = b, s = a-%, 
(2) eliminate a. 
Consider the maps 
LX: G(Z, m) -+ H(Z, m), sol = YS-~, bol = b, 
/3: H(1, m) -+ G(Z, m), b/3 = b, c/3 = b, r/3 = a, s/3 = 1. 
01 and /3 are respectively injective and surjective homomorphisms and @x is 
the identity on G(Z, m). Since x2 is conjugate to xm, their images are conjugate 
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in H(Z, m) so, by Lemma 2, xcr is conjugate to y  E Fl A Fz . Now ,8 maps 
Fl n F, on (b). Since 
y  = z-?mz, 
we have 
yp = (Z-&Yz)~ = (2p)-kq3(2/3), 
but x@ = x and y/3 = bn for some n, so 
6” = (Z/3-%Zp. 
Therefore x is conjugate to 6” in G(Z, m). 
II. OPAQUE ELEMENTS 
Let 9’ be a free product of K, G, H with amalgamations from the factor G 
[5, p. 2431. 
DEFINITION 2. An element is said to be opaque in Y if f  
a E Center(G) 1 ((KU H) n G). 
LEMMA 3. If a E Se the free product G * H with amalgamation G n H 
and x-%x E G then x E G. 
Proof. Let p(x) denote the representative length of x [5, p. 2001. If  p(x) = 0 
then x E G. Assume the result for all x, p(x) < n. If  p(x) = IZ + 1 then 
x = gy, where g E G is the first component in a canonical representation 
of x, for otherwise 
p(x-lax) = 1 + 2(m + 1) 
contrary to x-lax E G. Since a E Center (G), 
x-lax = y-lay. 
Since p(y) < n, by inductive hypothesis, y  E G; so x = gy E G. 
THEOREM 2. If a is opaque in 9’ then G is the centralizer of a. 
Proof. Let xax-l = a. Let p denote the representative length with respect 
to 9’ = K * JZ! amalgamated at K n ~2. If  p(x) = 0 then x E K n G. 
Suppose the result for x, p(x) < m. As in Lemma 3 when p(x) = m + I, 
x = yy, g E .d. I f  m # 0 then g-lay E K n G, for otherwise &lag) = I 
implying 
p(x-lax) = 1 + 2m 3 3. 
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By Lemma 3, g E G, yielding 
rlax = y-lay, 
and by inductive hypothesis, JJ E G; so x E G. If m = 0, x = g E .d and 
again by Lemma 3, x E G. 
III. PROPERTIES OF G(l, m) 
Let G’ denote the normal closure of b in G(Z, m) and G” the commutator 
subgroup of G’. 
LEMMA 4. G’ = (... xi . . . . . . . xi1 = %:I . ..). where i runs through the 
integers and xi = aibci. 
Proof. Take as the coset representatives for G mod G’ the words ai(i runs 
through the integers) and apply the Reidemeister-Schreier rewriting process 
[5, sec. 2.31. 
COROLLARY 1. G’ is fully invariant. 
Proof. Let o( be an arbitrary endomorphism. Let U,(W) denote the 
a-exponent sum of a word W [5, p. 701. Now 
u-lbzab-% 
is a relator. The defining and trivial relators have u‘, - 0. Since 
can be reduced to the empty word by insertions and deletions of such relators 
implying 
a,((a--lbzab-m)ol) = 0 
yielding 
(I - m) a,(bcx) =:: 0 
a,(bcd) = 0. 
Hence ba E G’ and so are its conjugates implying G’iu C G’ 
LEMMA 5. In G’ for k > 0 we have 
(1) 
(2) 
(Xj)“” = (Xj+$q 
(x;pk = (Xi& 
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Proof. For k = 0 the result is immediate. Suppose the result for K < n. 
From 
(xy+’ = (XE”)l 
and the inductive hypothesis, we have 
Cxj) ia+’ = (x;yJ = (X;+n)mn; 
SO 
$fl+l zcz (Xi+n+lPn+** 
For (2), setj = i - k. 
Let Q’(Z, m) denote the additive subgroup of the rationals generated by 
(@z)~, for all integers i. We have 
LEMMA 6. G’/G” is isomorphic to Q’(1, m) under the map xicy = (l/m)i. 
Proof. y  is a surjective homomorphism since defining relators go into 
relators and the images of the xi generate Q’(Z, m). y  is 1-l i f f  y(W) = 0 
implies W = 1. Let A, , S,(resp.) denote the automorphisms 
A,: G’/G” + G’/G”, XiAn = Xi+n > 
6,: Q’(t 4 - Q’(4 m), (Z/m)i 6, = (Z/m)i+m. 
Now Any = y6, so y  is l-l i f f  
W(x, )... x,)y = 0 
implies 
W(x, ,... ) x,) = 1. 
For TZ = 0, Wy = 0 implies 
%o(v = 0 (x0 - exponent sum), 
w= 1. 
Suppose the result for n < k. Now 
k+l 
so its image is 
When 
W(x, )...) xk+l) = JJ x:2; 
i=O 
7c+1 
Wy = C cii(l/m)i. 
i==O 
wy = 0, 
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we have 
z. aimk+l-ili = 0 mod m, 
CK~+~P+~ = 0 mod m. 
Since m is relatively prime to 1, 
and thus 
for some r. Therefore, 
ak+l = ~-- 0 mod m 
++1 = &.p’ lr 
k+l k+l = xk 
W(x, .. . . x&+1) = qxo ..., Xk), 
and by inductive hypothesis, 
lJ(x, . . . . Xl,) = 1. 
IV. CENTRALIZERS OF CERTAIN SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
In this section we compute the centralizers of powers of 6. 
Note the G(Z, m) is the semidirect product of G’ and the infinite cyclic 
group 2 = (a;). Let Q(Z, m) be the semidirect product of Q’(Z, m) and 2, 
where 
a-lxa = (m/Z)x. 
The map 
A: G(4 m) - Q(h m), a/\ = a, bX = (l/m)O 
is a surjective homomorphism. For x E G(Z, m)x has the form CU’J where 
c E G’, c, Q unique. Hence h(x) = h(c) a”. 
COROLLARY 2. For k # 0, if x-lbz”x = bmk then x = ca, c E G and c 
commutes with bE”. 
Proof. Let x = tag and note that the image of b” under X is n so 
a-q(Zk) a” = mk 
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and hence 
(m/Z)@ lk = mk, 
implying q = 1. Moreover, 
a-lcpca = pn" = a-l@k'a 
so c commutes with blk. 
Forj < k and n # 0, let 
A(j, k) = (xj ,..., x,; xjz = xEl ,..., &, = x~“$ 
A(j, j) = (xj:). 
Hi is the subgroup of generated by xjl: 
A(--, k) = u A(j, k), 
4i +a) = u 4.i 4. 
k>i 
A(n) = A( p, q) such that -p and q are maximal nonnegative integers such 
that I* 1 n and m-9 1 TZ (where x j y  means “x divides y”). 
LEMMA 7. xOR E A(( i) i f f  A(i, i) C A(n). 
Proof. A(& ;) C A(n) implies p < i < q. Either Zi / n or m-i 1 n. Hence, 
either 
n rzzz p’ .I, 
or 
n = m-ik. 
By Lemma 5, the former yields 
and the latter, 
so x0” E A(i, 2.). 
xon = (xp = (xf)j, 
x0 TZ  = (x,“-c)k = (x:-i)k; 
Conversely, suppose xon = xiU. Applying y  yields 
n = u(Z/m)“. 
Since I, m are relatively prime if i > 0 then Zi 1 n and if i < 0 then m-i / n. 
In either case, p < i < q. 
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In [5, p. 2221 we have that the center of the free product with amalgamation 
$1 whose factors G and H properly contain G n His given by 
(G r\ H) n Center(G) n Center(H). 
LEMMA 8. Center (A( $J, q)), p < 0 < q is given &Y 
n-1 
(-j Hi 3 
i=p 
when p # q and is A(0, 0) otherwise. 
Proof. Induction on q - p. When q - p = 0 then .J( p, q) = A(u, u) 
which is cyclic. Suppose the result for q - p 6 n. Let q - p = n + 1 and 
view A( p, q) as 
A(q - (n + I), q - (n + 1)) * 49 - % 4) 
with amalgamation Hq - (n + 1). By inductive hypothesis, we have 
9-l 
Center(A(q - 12, q)) = n Hi. 
i=a-n 
By the above remark on centers of free products with amalgamation the 
result follows: 
THEOREM 3. The centralizer of xOn in G’ n # 0 is A[n]. 
Proof. Specialize Theorem 2, where 
s = G’, 
K = A(-co,p - l), 
G = A@], 
H = 4 + 1, +a~), 
KnG=Hp-I, 
GnH===Hq. 
By Lemma 7, xgn E A(i, i) i f f  A(i, i) _C A[n]; so x,~ E G and x,~ $ K n G or 
G n H. Since 
Hi = ,4(i, i) n il(i + 1, i + l), 
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we have 
9-l 
x,,7k E n Hi 
i==p 
and so by Lemma 8, xgn E Center (G). Hence xUn is opaque so the centralizer 
of xsn is G = A[n]. 
COROLLARY 3. If F is a free subgroup of G' and bt E F, t + 0 then F is 
cyclic. 
Proof. x E G’ implies x E A( p, q), p < 0 < 4 for some p, 4. Choose 
n = @m-P. By Theorem 3 since b” = x,,“, b” commutes with x. Let x, x’ 
be members of a set of free generators of F and choose n and n’ as above so 
that bn commutes withx and 6”’ commutes withx’. If two elements commute in 
a free group then they are powers of the same element [5, p. 421. Hence b” and 
x are powers of some y, and b”’ and x’ powers of some y’. But primitive 
elements in a free group have no non-trivial roots. Hence y = x*l, y’ = x+l 
so bnn’ commutes with x, x’ and bnn ’ is a power of each of x, x’. Now x = x’ 
for otherwise x, x’ would freely generate a free group with nontrivial center. 
Hence F is cyclic. 
COROLLARY 4. If F is a noncyclic free subgroup of G' then F r\ A( j, j) is 
trivial. 
Proof. If xjt E F for t # 0 then F is cyclic. For if j < 0 then 
(xj”)“-’ = (Xgt)m--j 
and if j 3 0 then 
(Xjy = (Xgt)@ 
by Lemma 5. 
V. THE ENDOMORPHISM THEOREM 
We now characterize the ‘essential’ endomorphisms r : G(I, m) - 
such that a7 = A, b7 = B where B # I, as is Theorem 1 [4a]. 
THEOREM 4. If T is an essential endomorphism of G(1, m) then 
B = D-lb”D, k # 0, 





Proof. By Lemma 1 since G’ is fully invariant B E G’. From Theorem 1, 
B z DbkD-1, k # 0. 
Now 
=I-lBIA = B”, 
SO 
(DA-lD-l)bZ"DAD-1 = &z/c 
implying, by Corollary 2, 
DAD-l = ca, 
where c commutes with bz”. Hence.c E A(Zk) by Theorem 3. 
We now fulfill the promise in the introduction. 
COROLLARY 5. The endomorphism 
n: G(1, m) ---f G(1, m), an > a, bn = bz 
has the following properties: 
(i) n is surjective but not injective, 
(ii) N, the kernel of n is the normal closure of the subgroup generated by 
W(a, b) = ([b, altbs)lb-l, 
V(a, b) = &ba([b, a]tbs)-W‘, 
where 
(m - Z)t + Is = 1. 
(iii) For any endomorphism 7, NT _C N. 
Proof. (i) n is surjective but not injective is found in [4]. 
(ii) Let H be defined as 
(a, b; a-lbzab-m W(a, b), V(a, b)). 
Consider the maps 
a: G(Z, m) + H, aoL = a, bo1 = b, 
/3: H + G(1, m), ap = a, b@ = bz, 
6: G(Z, m) + H, ab = a, bp = [b, altbs. 
Now 01 is clearly an epimorphism. To see fi as an epimorphism, let 
T(a, b) = [b, altbS 
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and note that 
and 
(a-lbGzb-“)p = u--l(byfz(bp = (b”) b-1” = 1 
T(u, b)f!3 = [bZ, @(by” 
= (b-wb”q ps 
= pm-z,t+za = b 
so that 
W(a, b) = (T(a, b))Zb-1, 
W(a, b)p = (T(u, b)/3)Zb-z = 1, 
V(a, b) = a-lbu(T(u, b))-“, 
V(u, b)p = u-1bzub-m = 1. 
Moreover, p is an epimorphism for 
by = (T(u, b))” = b, 
(u-lbbP)p = a-lT(u, b)Gz(T(u, b))-” = a-lbu(T(u, b))-” = 1. 
Now @ is the identity in H so p is injective and hence an isomorphism. 
Since n = $I and ,3 is an isomorphism, the kernel N of n is the kernel of 01, 
which is the normal closure of the subgroup generated by w(u, b), P’(u, b). 
(iii) We show for any endomorphism TNT _C N. For UT = A, b7 = 1, 
we have NT = 1. Suppose -r is essential. By Theorem 4, u-r = D-LuD; br = 
D-lbkD where k # 0, c E A(Zk). Now NT C N iff DWcu, b) TD-1 and 
DV(a, b) TD-1 are in N. Now 
DW(u, b) TD-1 = W(cu, bk), 
DV(u, b) TD-1 = V(cu, b”), 
W(cu, bk)n = W(mu, bzk), 
Y(cu, b”)n = V(cm, bz”). 
Observe that A(Zk)n C A(Zk) since xin = xiz for xi E A(lk) so m E A(R) and 
thus 
W(cnu, bzk) = 1 = V(cnu, bzk). 
Hence we have Theorem 2 of [4a]. 
VI. THE GENERALIZED HOPFIAN PROBLEM 
Let P be a property. G is said to be nonhopfian in the P-sense iff there is a 
proper normal subgroup N possessing property P such that G/N is isomorphic 
4W24/3-‘5 
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to G. Otherwise G is hopfian in the P-sense. The groups in 9 are nonhopfian 
in the fully invariant sense. A well-known class of groups which are hopfian 
in the fully invariant sense are the reduced free groups. 
The fully invariant subgroups of reduced free groups are the verbal sub- 
groups [8, p. lo]. I f  R/V is isomorphic to R where V is verbal then the 
identities which generate I ’ are identities of R so I,- := I. Neumann points 
out in [6, Problem 12’1 that it is not known whether every reduced free 
group of finite rank is hopfian. 
A stronger assertion can be made in the case of free groups. It follows from 
Theorem 3.3 of [S] that the kernel of a proper homomorphism of a non- 
trivial free group onto a free group contains a primitive element. Moreover, 
no proper characteristic subgroup of a nontrivial free group contains primi- 
tive elements, so that 
THEOREM 6. Free groups of arbitrary rank are hopfan in the characteristic 
sense. 
VII. HIGMAN’S EXTENSIOK 
During the writing of [4a] Graham Higman communicated the following 
result to the author: 
THEOREM 7. The kernel of every endomorphism of G(1, m) is fully invariant. 
Proof. We sketch Higman’s argument. 
An endomorphism of G(E, m) has the form f: a - a, b --f s-%x Call n 
the ‘parameter’ off. I f  f ,  f’ are two endomorphisms of G(I, m) with the same 
nonzero parameter, their images are isomorphic. Hence if f  and g are endo- 
morphisms, neither of which has b in the kernel, then gf = fgh where h is an 
isomorphic. Now if b is in the kernel of an endomorphism f  then the kernel 
is fully invariant since it is either G(Z, m) or G’. Suppose b is not in the kernel 
off. For any x in the kernel, 
xgf = xfgh =L I, 
and so the kernel is fully invariant. 
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